
 

LEARNING SESSION CONTENT 

 

The workshop begins with a short 

introduction about the need to think in 

science. Problem solving is vitally important 

to all scientists, regardless of the area in 

which they work.  

 

The ability to look at a problem carefully, 

consider all the information and variables, 

and then draw a good conclusion explained 

by careful reasoning is central to all 

scientists.  

 

The workshop has six different problems to 
solve on six tables. 

 

A less able class can reduce the number of 

tasks they attempt.  

 

All of the tasks are based on scientists and 

the problems they face in real life. 

 

1. Marine Biologist – measuring corals 

and looking at yearly growth, thinking about 

the problems coral may face 

 

2. Biologist – drawing from life 

 

3. Behavioural Scientist – working out 

where to observe seals in the Humber, 

considering currents, saltiness of the water, 

area that can be observed and so on 

 

4. Ecologist – sorting shells and looking at 

population change, making predictions based 

on calculations 

 

5. Research Analyst – looking at seal 

stomach contents and considering where 

they may have originated from 

 

6. Geneticist – studying shark teeth, 

looking at family grouping and considering 

inheritance 

OBJECTIVES 

 

Understand that the problems a scientist can meet 

during their work vary considerably and have many 

different variables 

 

Understand that real life problems need to be solved 

in order to set up experiments to gain real life data 

  

Use thinking and practical skills, including discussion 

and drawing conclusions, working effectively as part 

of a team 

THINK LIKE 
A SCIENTIST 

This is a hands on investigative workshop using real 

life tasks that real scientists would do.  

 

Students will take the role of different scientists, 

including marine biologist, research analyst and 

ecologist, and attempt to work out real problems 

such as investigating the stomach contents of a seal, 

using a river chart to work out where baby fish will 

be and so on.  

 

There is information about the careers of the 

different scientists and also the kind of person who 

would do this job, to try and encourage KS4 

students to consider a career in science.  
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40 Minutes Science 


